Automated sample preparation of Roxifiban tablets: transfer of a manual method to an automated workstation.
Automation offers obvious advantages for the preparation of tablets prior to analysis by HPLC including unattended operation, minimization of human intervention and an electronic audit trail. However, significant effort has to be put in up front to develop and validate an automated method, particularly if it is required to closely follow an existing manual method. Here, method transfer for Roxifiban, a fibrinogen receptor antagonist, will be discussed. A Zymark tablet processing workstation II (TPWII) was used for all automated sample preparations. Manual methods for composite assay, content uniformity, weight variation and degradation products testing of a tablet formulation were transferred to the TPWII. The method involved weighing of the sample, disintegration of the dosage form by homogenization, extraction of the analyte in the homogenate solution, filtration of the homogenate, dilution of the filtrate and transfer to autosampler vials. Obstacles to a quick transfer included limitations in the volume capabilities of the TPWII, poor analyte solubility and achieving proper conditioning of the transfer lines and filter. After resolving these issues, a validated method was achieved. Spiked recoveries were from 99.4 to 101.1% (RSD's <0.5%). A cross-validation between automated and manual assay methods was compared by Westlake analysis giving a 0.7% calculated interval at the 95% confidence level. Carryover was 0.07% after 20 sample preparations at the highest tablet strength.